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Introduction
This document is to serve as a general guide to the designer in determining appropriate measures for
thermal expansion of refrigerant piping in City Multi® VRF system designs. This document is not to serve as
a final design specification for thermal expansion loops on any specific project. All final design
specifications of expansion loops or other expansion compensation devices should be completed by the
engineer of record.
The official recommended type of piping material used for City Multi® systems is ACR copper; therefore,
this document will be only addressing ACR copper expansion. Please reference Application note 2026 for
information on restrictions when using other piping materials. In either case, expansion must be considered,
and the correct expansion properties must be referenced by the engineer to determine expansion for
alternate piping materials not addressed in this application note.

Temperature Ranges in VRF Piping System
Expansion in VRF piping systems results from significant gas/liquid temperature changes in the piping
network through the entire operating range of the equipment. Considering only a single mode of operation
(cool/heat) is not sufficient when analyzing the temperature change the piping will be subjected to.
Some of the piping segments in a City Multi® VRF system will be subjected to lower operating temperatures
from the installed piping temperature condition, causing a contraction. Some piping segments will be
subjected to only a temperature increase or pipe expansion from the installed piping temperature condition.
Other pipe segments will be exposed to both extremes, resulting in contraction and expansion relative to
the installed temperature condition.
The below table summarizes the range of temperature that can be present in different piping segments
throughout a City Multi® VRF system. These temperature ranges should be used in determining the net
expansion and contraction of the copper piping.

Figure 1 (Above) – Max/Min Working Temperature of VRF Pipe Segments
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Expansion Loop Sizing & Determination of Expansion
A multitude of industry standard / guidelines exist for proper sizing of expansion loops and determining
expansion under the known temperature changes. “ASHRAE Systems and Equipment” discusses methods
of sizing of expansion loops and provides tables summarizing expansion at given temperature ranges. “The
Copper Tube Handbook” also provides resources as to the expected expansion/contraction of copper
piping and guidance on sizing of expansion loops as shown below in figure 2 & 3.

Figure 2 (Above) – Thermal Expansion of Copper Piping, “The Copper Tube Handbook”
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Figure 3 (Above) – Expansion Loop Dimensions, “The Copper Tube Handbook”
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In general long straight lengths of copper, specifically hard drawn ACR tube, should always consider
expansion compensation. For shorter runs, specifically with soft ACR tube line sets, such as downstream
of the BC controller where sufficient bends/offsets exist, specific expansion loops may not be required. This
should ultimately be determined by the engineer of record.
Long straight lengths of copper, where expansion loops are included, should be anchored at both ends
prior to equipment connections with the expansion loop installed near the mid-section of the run. Pipe
hangers in between rigid anchor locations should allow for movement during expansion/contraction with
proper guides, specified by the engineer of record, in order to ensure full range motion of any installed
expansion loops/bends.
Expansion of long vertical runs is equally important to consider, such as vertical risers down shafts where
the pipe/riser is rigidly anchored/supported at the top/bottom of shaft. Similar provisions should be provided
with expansion bends in between the top and bottom of the shaft to allow for proper pipe expansion.
Any alternate field installed pre-manufactured flexible expansion compensation devices, if used, should be
R410A rated with a minimum of a 650PSI max working pressure rating.
Also, do not orientate expansion loops/bends for horizontal piping runs in the vertical orientation as this will
create unnecessary trapping in the refrigeration piping, inhibiting proper oil return:

Image 1(Above) – Proper orientation of expansion loop/bends in horizontal pipe.
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Example





Consider the installation of 10 Ton R2 air cooled system.
The Main High Pressure line from the R2 outdoor unit to BC controller is 85 Ft. after penetrating
through the outside wall to the BC controller connection.
The piping is installed on a 70° day and rigidly clamped at both ends of the 85 Ft. run.
The Main High Pressure line is a hard ACR tube copper line, size 3/4", per Engineering manualbelow image:

From Figure 1 above, the high pressure pipe peak operating temperature is 190° F.
The initial temperature is 70° F, with a (190-70) =120° F total temperature change.
From Figure 2 above, with a 120° F change, the total expansion per 100 Ft. = Approx. 1.25 inches.
The total expansion for the 85 Ft installed run is then (1.25 inches/100 Ft.) x 85 Ft. = 1.06 inches.
From Figure 3 above, for a 3/4” line, with a total expansion of roughly 1”, the “L” dimension
of the expansion loop would be at least 83” total length in the Main High Pressure Line. This
loop should be placed mid-length between rigid anchor points.

Conclusion
Thermal expansion consideration is important in any piping system. VRF piping systems, especially of a
dual temperature service, warrant careful consideration of expansion affects. Failure to consider expansion
upfront in the project can lead to costly repairs after installation and potential discharge of large quantities
of refrigerant into the building envelope from failed fittings due to stress from inadequate expansion
compensation considerations.
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